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Abstract—Current advancements in handheld computers in
terms of hardware, opened the development possibilities for
a lot of applications that demand high system performance.
The following work focuses on enhancing the integration of
augmented reality objects, and proposes improvements over
the previous platform [1], such as: exposing the render engine
to developers, introducing user interactivity components and
optimising 3D objects’ database. The major contribution of our
work is introducing better object rendering with high frame
rate comparing to other commercial and non-commercial AR
platforms.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The ability of superimposing virtual elements on the phys-
ical world is quite intriguing idea, since augmented reality
(AR) introduction in 1968 by Ivan Sutherland [2]. However,
due to the lack of capable mobile processors and the mo-
bility nature of AR, the research in this area was limited
to laboratories. Rapid developments and trends in mobile
computing, introduced advanced CPUs, GPUs and recently
hybrid processors making AR suitable for commercial usage.
Mobile devices play important role in AR technology as
they combine processor, memory and display within a single
interactive device [3]. Therefore, it is important to develop
an AR mobile platform that will utilise these technologies for
enhancing users’ experience.

AR research has two main trends: registration, focusing
on solving the misalignment and world tracking problems;
and integration, where researchers are working on enhancing
virtual object integration with the surrounding environment.
This work proposes an improved version over the previously
developed AR mobile platform, developed by the same group
of authors, for enhancing virtual objects integration, empha-
sising the outdoor environments, by introducing lighting and
shaders to the augmented objects [1].

The rest of the paper is organised as follows: Section II
gives an overview of the related work in the field; Section III
discusses the motivation of developing the platform; Section
IV gives an overview of the previous version of the AR
platform; Section V discusses the new concepts and updates

to the AR platform and implementation. Section VI presents
results compared to other commercial AR platforms. Section
VII discusses potential applications of our platform. Finally in
Section VIII we conclude the paper and give some directions
for future work.

II. RELATED WORK

Previous research in mobile augmented reality has addressed
a variety of application areas such as: 3D mobile AR touring
machine, which is a system prototyped for urban environment
exploration [4]; improving AR registration through imple-
menting a hybrid registration method for outdoor AR [5];
enhancing collaborative teaching and training using mobile
AR environment [6]; using mobile AR in indoor location
based applications [7]; using vision-based AR system improve
integration of augmented objects [8]. In order to achieve better
AR registration, computer vision and 3D motion sensor input
have been utilised in [9], and in a combined solution for illumi-
nating AR objects using Image based lighting (IBL). Adaptive
optics (AO), Bloom and Exposure Control is discussed in [10].
Several commercial platforms that have made a significant
impact on AR community are Layar AR platform [11], Junaio
[12] and Wikitude with its world first AR navigation system
[13]. (see Figure 1).

Fig. 1. Layar platform, the original appearance of the Berlin wall (image
courtesy of layar.com)



III. MOTIVATION

With the introduction of multicore CPUs and GPUs to
tablets and mobile devices, almost every high-end mobile
device is capable of handling AR complex tasks. Currently,
developers are utilising multicore CPUs and GPUs in mobile
devices to achieve best possible graphics and gaming experi-
ence. However, it is not the same case with AR applications.

Figures 2 and 3 are a sample screen shots from commercial
AR platforms Layar and Junaio respectively, showing either
strange rendering artifacts (see Figure 2), or having characters
illuminated differently in the same scene (see Figure 3). Figure
4 shows avatar athletes competing in the stadium of ancient
Olympia [14], where characters are rendered without shadows
nor lights introduced in the scene. This directly influences the
visual appearance of the scene and degrades user experience.
Our proposed AR platform introduces enhanced rendering
solution for augmented objects by calculating sun position
and colour. Taking sun position and colour in consideration
while rendering, assists in improving the integration of the
augmented objects with the surrounding environment.

Fig. 2. Mustang airplane augmented object with flat shading (image courtesy
of Layar.com)

IV. PROPOSED AR PLATFORM DESIGN

Our research is based on the AR mobile platform, where
various methods were used to enhance the integration of
virtual objects in the surrounding environments [1]. These
methods involved calculating accurate sun position and colour
for different times of the day in order to enhance object
illumination. Additionally, registration method involved GPS,
compass and accelerometer. This AR platform has a server-
client architecture, where client is the mobile device and web
server hosting 3D models and textures acts as the server side
(see Figure 5).

A. Client
The client side is composed of 5 components, as shown in

Figure 5:
1) AR engine component: this component assists in gen-

erating the frustum using computer vision techniques
[8][9], and sending data to the render engine component.

Fig. 3. Outdoor AR scene using Junaio platform (image courtesy of
junaio.com)

Fig. 4. Avatar athletes competing in the stadium of ancient Olympia

2) Sensor receiver component: responsible for receiving
signals from GPS, compass and accelerometer, in order
to navigate the AR environment. This component assists
in AR objects registration and acts as the only source of
registration in case of AR engine component absence.

3) Communication layer component: acts as a request man-
agement layer between the render engine component and
web server

4) Rendering engine component: queries 3D augmented
objects from the server and renders them

5) Video player/composer: responsible for superimposing
the digital world over the physical environment. Virtual
light source position and colour is determined from
mobile device’s calculations of the sun position and time
of the day, for achieving better object integration, as
discussed in Section V.



Fig. 5. Proposed AR Platform

B. Server

A relational database containing 3D models data along with
the associated textures and additional lighting data of the
virtual object resides on the server side. Sites are indexed
using their GPS coordinates, whereas Object table contains
the actual geometry data of the 3D model, stored as a file.
The database design is discussed in the next section.

The Virtual Object Manager (VOM) is a web service
responsible for handling authentication and requests to the
database. This component would be important in case this
platform is implemented for a mobile provider. Furthermore,
VOM makes an additional security layer to protect models’
database.

V. AR PLATFORM ENHANCEMENT IMPLEMENTATION

Developing an AR platform that can operate in any envi-
ronment, including both indoor and outdoor, is a crucial step
in the development process [15]. Two factors were considered
in that process: mobility and optimisation. In the proposed
platform, objects are stored in the relational SQL database

located on a server, as shown in Figure 6. For perusing best
object integration results and user experience, the rendering
engine is exposed to developers which is an enhancement over
the previous platform [1].

A. Client side

A new user input component has been added to enhance
the interactivity with AR objects. Querying for objects has
been changed to be the responsibility of the communication
layer rather than rendering engine, which will query for objects
based on the GPS feed. This consequently improves the
performance of the rendering process.

B. Server side

The database has been further optimised and normalised,
to meet the requirements of the rendering engine. Site table
contains the data about a certain site that the user is currently
observing. A site could contain one or more objects, which
allows the possibility of filtering or isolating 3D objects at the
site for better navigation and observation.



Fig. 6. 3D models database

Augmented reality objects are imported into the database
using a desktop tool which was developed specifically for this
platform. Two steps are performed using this tool: saving the
3D object in a specific format and loading it to the database.
The data types of geometry data arrays have been changed
from double to float for optimisation purposes.

The illumination data (i.e. virtual lights) of the objects
has been replaced with baked textures which includes light
information for further optimisation [16]. These baked textures
replace the default diffuse textures during night time only.
Baked ambient occlusion maps are introduced in the database
if needed by the developer, to achieve better integration and
rendering results.

C. AR registration

In order to improve registration, GPS data is required to
determine the position of the augmented object in the physical
world and position of the user according to the position of the
augmented object. Therefore inequality 1 is used to calculate
the position of the object in the frustum:

(x2 − x1)
2

+ (y2 − y1)
2
< r2 (1)

where x1, y1 pair is the user’s position, x2, y2 represents the
virtual objects’ position, and r is the range value. If the user is
in the range of the detected object, he will be notified and the
frustum will be generated. In order to detect the orientation of
the user, compass is used for azimuth rotation direction, and
the accelerometer controls the frustum altitude, as shown in
Figure 7.

The currently implemented registration is completely sensor
based as in [17] and [11], in order to save CPU and GPU cycles
and enhance rendering frame rate. In order to further enhance
the registration, the elevation of the 3D object is determined
from the elevation data provided by the GPS, thus enhancing
the alignment between the projected image and the features
on the display surface [18].

Our benchmarking tests revealed highly oscillated values
from accelerometer and compass inputs, resulting in unstable
rendering of virtual objects. This problem could be approached
by utilising filters for removing unwanted frequencies. Such

Fig. 7. Frustum controls

filters would be Kalman filter [19], or infinite impulse response
(IIR) filter [20]. However, according to [21], extracting grav-
itational data from accelerometer would give more accurate
results. Hence we utilised the following equation:

y [n] = α× y [n] + (1 − α) × x [n] (2)

where y[n] is the output, x[n] is the input. α is calculated
as equation 3:

α =
t

t+ ∆t
(3)

where t is the low-pass filter’s time-constant and is the
delivery rate of the sensor. The IIR filter has been utilised for
filtering compass data, because it is relatively computationally
inexpensive:

y[n] =
∑

c[k] × x[n− k] +
∑

d[i] × y[n− i] (4)

D. AR integration

An important factors that has to be taken into consideration
for outdoor rendering of augmented objects is lighting. In
order to enhance the integration and create a realistic scene,
AR platform should track sun position in real time, thus
approximating lighting conditions of the physical objects.
Achieving these calculations assists in illuminating the aug-
mented objects relatively in the same way as the physical
world is illuminated.

1) Calculating Sun’s position and colour: Earth is rel-
atively spherical celestial object that rotates around itself
eastwards every approximately 24 hours and around the Sun
approximately every 365 days. Changes in seasons affect Sun’s
position on Earth. Therefore, it is important to take season
changes in consideration while calculating Sun’s position [22]
(Figure 8).
γ is the altitude of the Sun above the ground plane and

z is the azimuth, which is the compass direction of the sun
on the ground plane. The equations for calculating declination
and sun position have been discussed in [1]. However, because



Fig. 8. Sun position towards the Earth [22]

TABLE I
SUN COLOUR AT DIFFERENT TIMES OF THE DAY

Source RGB(0-255) RGB(0-1)

Sun at sunrise or sunset 182 126 91 0.71 0.49 0.36

Direct sun at noon 192 191 173 0.75 0.75 0.68

Sun through clouds/haze 189 190 192 0.74 0.75 0.75

these calculations take only latitude into account, the accuracy
of the calculations starts to decrease when the user gets farther
from the equator. Therefore, sun positional algorithm which
introduced in [23] is utilised.

The colour of the Sun rays plays an important role in
displaying the time of the day. Furthermore, it determines the
colour temperature of objects. This problem can be approached
by implementing atmospheric scattering algorithms such as
Rayleigh [24] and Mie scattering [25] [26] to change atmo-
sphere’s colour depending on the time of the day. However, in
order to decrease the CPU/GPU load, and increase the frame
rate, Sun colour could be determined through basic hardcoded
RGB values [27] as shown in Table I.

After comparing several images rendered at different light-
ing condition, one could disagree with the approach proposed
by Birn for using the same values for sunrise and sunset [27],
because the colour temperature is different at sunset and dawn.
Additionally, our test renders have revealed that the proposed
RGB colour values [27] for direct Sun at noon are significantly
weak, thus it is recommended to add at least 0.15, which yields
(0.90 0.90 0.83) for each of the R, G and B values [1].

However, the transition from one colour value to another
based on the time of the day would result awkward transition
in colours and shading of the objects. Therefore, it is necessary
to increase range of the RGB values.

In order to increase Sun’s colour range, in the second
version of this AR platform we have developed a solution
that relies on the distribution of wavelengths in the radiation
emitted by a black body. The colour range contained in
that wavelengths distribution is enough to cover sun colour
transition in smooth manner.

In quantum physics, a good approximation of a black body
is a small hole leading to the inside of a hollow object. Any

radiation incident on the hole from outside the cavity enters
the hole and is absorbed or reflected a number of times from
the walls of the cavity [28]. The RGB values of the wavelength
distribution of radiation from cavities have been released on
the internet by Mitchell Charity [29]. In order to utilise this
colour range, one could assume that the user is always under
a dome (i.e. sky dome) at any point on earth, and the sun
could occupy any point on that dome. Figure 9, shows a dome
divided by 2 planes.

Fig. 9. Sun colour mapping dome

The horizontal plane indicates the starting point where the
Sun changes its colour rapidly, in case of sunrise and sunset.
Above the horizontal plane is where the sun slowly shifting
from white to yellow colour as the sun sets toward west.
The vertical plane divides the dome to east and west halves,
denoting which values could be used based on the Sun’s
position. This division formation of the dome made it easier to
map around 300 colour values on the dome, yielding a smooth
Sun colour transition.

2) The render engine: Exposing the render engine to devel-
opers will not only enhance the integration of virtual objects,
but will help in presenting creative and interactive ideas within
AR.

The rendering surface component is separated from the
renderer component, which is responsible for transferring the
output from the renderer component to the display. Addition-
ally, several components have been introduced to control the
rendering and interactivity processes.

Loading complete data and forwarding them to the shader
manager and object manager components is handled by the
query manager component, whereas light source position
calculation and its colour are determined by the light manager
component.

A shader is attached to the 3D object provided from the
object manager by the shader manager component. Finally,
rendering process is handled by the OpenGL renderer and
handed to the OpenGL rendering surface component for final
display on the screen.

Controlling virtual navigation in the AR world is handled



Fig. 10. Render engine architecture

by the sensor input component and optionally with the assis-
tance of AR Engine input component. We introduced hybrid
registration method as discussed [9] and [5]. Interactivity
with AR objects is handled by the user input component,
which provides the opportunity for developing interactive
learning applications and games. This could be approached
by developing these applications as separate components and
attaching them later to the render engine for interactivity and
rendering. The renderer component is updated with the inputs
that are handled and sent from the render surface component.

Event flow of the AR platform, and objects augmentation
details are discussed in [1].

VI. RESULTS

The proposed AR platform has been programmed and tested
on the HTC desire HD, an OpenGL ES 2.0 compatible device.
Current models are using per-pixel illumination using Phong
lighting model. The AR platform has been tested against two
3D models: zeppelin and sebil object(fountain in the yard
of Karadjozbegova mosque in Mostar, built in 16th century).
Table II lists the tested 3D models information.

TABLE II
3D MODELS’ DATA

Model Name Verticies Triangles Texture File FPS
Size (kB) Size (kB)

Zeppelin 412 820 512 68 45

Sebil 12153 22976 1024 5191 15-25

Images displaying the colour temperature of the models at
different periods of the day are compared against Layar render
for the augmented 3D zeppelin model (Figure 11).

Initially comparing Figure 11 with 12, Layar AR Platform
did not include any lights for illuminating its 3D objects.

Fig. 11. Layar Augmented 3D object at noon (image courtesy of Layar.com)

Fig. 12. Test render using default OpenGL Lighting (i.e. OpenGL lights not
enabled) at dawn

Nevertheless we could see a significant change with per-pixel
lighting when comparing Figures 11 and 13.

Colour temperature of objects during noon could have a bit
of yellow tint to it, as shown in Figure 11 on the building
below the zeppelin, and the test render in Figure 13. Figure
14 shows the zeppelin model under sunset lighting condition
which reveals the problem of how camera automatic exposure
correction feature can dramatically affect the final output. It
is worth to note that there is no sun in Figure 14, which
might have brought the same type of problems with the camera
exposure.

Figure 15 shows the initial test with accurate sun position

Fig. 13. Test render under direct Sun at noon



Fig. 14. Test render at Sunset

Fig. 15. Test render, Sun at Dawn (with the original sun position calculation)

calculated at dawn. Due to the terrain structure of the testing
scene, which hides the sun behind the hills, light source
position has been adjusted manually for proof of concept. The
rendered image is shown in Figure 16.

Figures 17 and 18 show the results of rendering sebil during
a cloudy day. It is important to note that a baked AO map has
been utilised instead of using lights for illuminating the object,
as a consequence of the weather conditions.

Fig. 16. Test render, Sun at Dawn (after correcting sun position manually
as a compensation for the terrain which hides the sun rays)

Fig. 17. Sebil model with no lights enabled (i.e. OpenGL default lighting)

Fig. 18. Sebil model with no lights enabled (i.e. OpenGL default lighting),
but with baked AO map applied to the object

VII. APPLICATIONS

The developed AR engine is planned to be used in virtual
cultural heritage applications. We would like to show the
appearance of various sites that changed in time. For example,
the Isa bey Tekija in Sarajevo, one of the oldest objects
mentioned in the written documents, was completely destroyed
in 1957, and today on the location is a gasoline station. There
is no trace that long time ago such an important object existed
there. The object has already been virtually reconstructed [30].
Through the AR application, we will enable the mobile phone
users to see the object at the original location, rendered with
the correct light conditions. In this way all areas of cities,
villages or archaeological sites that changed over time can be
displayed in their original appearance.

VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper an improved solution for AR organisation and
integration problems, in a context of generic AR platform
is presented, emphasising on outdoor environments. These
improvements include exposing and organising the rendering
engine, so it gives developers the control over the output
of augmented objects, as well as adding the possibility for
making interactive AR applications. The 3D objects’ SQL
database has been optimised and normalised. Sensor regis-
tration has been improved by introducing the IIR filter and
extracting the gravity information from the accelerometer for



stable rendering. This paper presented a method for achieving
best sun colour transition possible, by utilising the colour
distribution of wavelengths in the radiation emitted by a black
body.

The presented platform is still under development, though
several features could be implemented, such as introduc-
ing self-shadows, compensating for rainy, snowy or cloudy
weather.

Calculating sun position and determining Sun colour using
the described dome mapping on the server side could decrease
the load on the CPU, hence increasing the battery life of the
mobile device. Further development of getting accurate sun
colour could be achieved by calculating atmospheric scattering
using Rayleigh or Mie scattering algorithms on the server side.

Another important factor that could affect the experience of
the users is the quality of the camera in their mobile device.
Since modern mobile devices are equipped with autofocus
and/or have automatic exposure correction, one possibly would
notice the difference of colour temperatures and light intensity
between the augmented object and the physical world (Figure
14). This platform could not fully enhance the integration if
augmented objects exist in urban areas, as when the aug-
mented object’s position has special terrain properties, or it
is surrounded by other higher objects that cast shadows on it.
However, it is possible to overcome the terrain problems by
including GIS data while calculating sun position.

It would be valuable to conduct a user study comparing our
platform with some other implementations. An qualitative user
analysis could provide us with some important observations
that could lead to further user experience enhancements.

One of our goals in the future is to introduce virtual guides
in our AR digital content. These guides would tell stories about
reconstructed objects and sites and enable the users to learn
about the history and cultural heritage.
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